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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORT 

Report on Race Meeting held at Murray Bridge Racecourse 
by the Murray Bridge Racing Club on Sunday, 20 September 2020 

 

 
Stewards: S. Callanan (A/Chairman) & A. Milne (HT) (Stewards), J. Ho (F) (Cadet Steward), H. 

Matthews & J. Hittmann (Deputy Stewards), Dr P. Horridge (Veterinary Surgeon). 
 

TRACK:  Soft 5     (Track with a reasonable amount of give in it) 
Upgraded to a Good 4 at 11. 30 am  (Track with some give in it) 

 
RAIL:   Out 8 metres 800 metres to Winning Post, including 1200 metres Chute, 5 metres for 

remainder including, 1800 metres chute  
 
WEATHER: Fine 
 
RIDER CHANGES: 
 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 
3 TABLOID STAR J. Toeroek  Emergency - Notified 
3 BLUESETTE S. Logan                  “ 
8 NOSTROVIA K. Zechner                  “ 

 
------------------------------------ 

 
RACE 1: RADIO 5MU / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1800 Metres  
 
DASHER BLUE (J. Eaton) - shortly after the start shifted in, in an attempt to gain cover. In the 
vicinity of the 1100 metres, when racing keenly, raced in restricted room and was obliged to be 
steadied when racing  between SAMURAI MOON (NZ) and LOLLIELUCAS, which rolled out. 
 
LOLLIELUCAS (K. Zechner) - in the vicinity of the 1400 metres shifted in to gain cover. In the 
vicinity of the 1100 metres rolled out onto DASHER BLUE, which was racing keenly and obliged to 
be steadied when tightened onto  SAMURAI MOON (NZ). Hung in under pressure in the straight 
and proved difficult to be ridden out. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
PLYMPTON (D. Tourneur) - on jumping away bumped with VARACALLI LAD, which shifted out. 
In the vicinity of the 1500 metres shifted in onto VARACALLI LAD, which was racing keenly, was 
obliged to be eased and got its head up. Rider was reprimanded under AR131(a) and advised to 
take greater care in future. 
  
SAMURAI MOON (NZ) (K. Crowther) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Laid in 
under pressure in the straight. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using her 
whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
SOUMAH (A. Jordsjo) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed mild tying up across the 
hindquarters. 
 
VARACALLI LAD (S. Cahill) - jumped away awkwardly shifted out and bumped PLYMPTON. In 
the vicinity of the 1500 metres when racing keenly was obliged to be eased and got its head up 
as PLYMPTON shifted in.  Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his 
whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. 
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RACE 2: MELBOURNE CUP LUNCHEON AT BRIDGES EVENT CENTRE / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE  
- 1000 Metres  

 
The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes. 

VEXATIOUS BOY (A. Jordsjo) - laid in under pressure in the straight. 
 
WINTER HARBOUR (D. Caboche) - in the vicinity of the 800 metres shifted in onto  SQUISHIE, 
which was obliged to be steadied as SAINT OLGA, which was racing greenly rolled out. 
 
FREDDY THE EAGLE (K. Crowther) - from its wide barrier was restrained and shifted in to obtain 
cover. Inside the 400 metres had difficulty obtaining clear ground for a short distance, shifted out 
taking SQUISHIE wider. Laid in under pressure in the straight. 
 
KISHSTAR (J. Holder) - knuckled on jumping away. 
 
WIN GOLD (S. So) - hung in throughout the event. Proved difficult for its rider to ride out in her 
normal manner. Approaching the 600 metres was taken wider by WINTER HARBOUR, which was 
taken out by SAINT OLGA, which was inclined to hang out. 
  
SAINT OLGA (S. Logan) - in the vicinity of the 800 metres rolled out onto SQUISHIE. Approaching 
the 600 metres hang out, shfited out taking WINTER HARBOUR and WIN GOLD wider. 
 
SQUISHIE (M. Collett) - in the vicinity of the 800 metres was obliged to be steadied as WINTER 
HARBOUR shifted in and SAINT OLGA rolled out. Inside the 400 metres shifted out and away 
from FREDDY THE EAGLE, which shifted out. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no 
visible abnormalities. 
  
LORAINE'S FLOWJO (S. Fawke) - rider explained in relation to the gelding’s performance that it 
hung out from in the vicinity of the 700 metres and failed to respond to his riding and for this 
reason he did not ride LORAINE’S FLOWJO out in his normal manner. A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed the mare to be lame in the near foreleg. Trainer, Mr J. Hickmott, was advised 
that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race start.  
 
 
 
RACE 3: BEACHY'S MANNUM HOTEL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1400 Metres  
 
DON'T TEST ME (D. Caboche) - on jumping away bumped with LUCADONIS, which shifted out. 
  
EIGHT OVER EIGHT (S. Fawke) - laid out under pressure in the straight. 
  
LUCADONIS (M. Collett) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and bumped DON’T TEST ME. 
Raced greenly when under pressure in the straight. 
 
MR POCKET (NZ) (J. Holder) - Trainer Mr T. Doudle was fined $100 under AR65 for failing to 
produce the Thoroughbred Identification Card. The horse was permitted to start as it was able to 
be identified from records held by Stewards. 
 
MUFFLA (D. Tourneur) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Laid in under pressure in 
the straight. 
  
SMART VISION (M. Vassallo) - over the final 100 metres raced in restricted room to the inside of 
BOUDOIR. 
 
YEELANNA (C. Lions) - approaching the 300 metres rolled in onto BIARCHI, which was obliged 
to be eased when tightened onto IVY’S RANGER.  
 
BIARCHI (K. Crowther) - approaching the 300 metres became awkward and was obliged to be 
eased when racing between IVY’S RANGER and YEELANNA, which rolled in and shortly after 
BIARCHI attempted to savage IVY’S RANGER. Trainer Mr D. Jolly was advised a warning had been 
placed on the filly in relation to this behaviour. 
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RACE 4:  RED DRAGON EMBROIDERY BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAP - 1000 Metres  
 
ROCK HARBOUR (M. Collett) - from in the vicinity of the 600 metres until the entrance to the 
straight was awkwardly placed on the heels of TERINDAH and to the inside of DENREKLAW. 
 
DOMINATION (S. So) - rider was dislodged en route to the mounting yard. Rider examined by the 
First Care Medical Personnel and ruled fit to fulfil her remaining engagements. Underwent a pre-
race veterinary examination on arrival at the barriers and passed fit to race.  
 
DENREKLAW (J. Opperman) - laid in under pressure in the straight. Rider reported in relation to 
the gelding’s performance that the gelding was under pressure from the entrance to the straight 
until in the vicinity of the 300 metres when asked for a greater effort, failed to respond to his 
riding as he had anticipated and was disappointed with its efforts to the finish. He added that the 
gelding was inclined to lay in under pressure in the straight. A post-race veterinary examination 
revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 5: MURRAY BRIDGE GOLD CUP - FRIDAY 16 OCTOBER / BENCHMARK 54 HANDICAP  

- 1200 Metres  
 
The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes. 

BRIMARVI ROOBOY (B. Vorster) - held up for clear running from the entrance to the straight until 
in the vicinity of the 300 metres where it shifted out in an attempt to gain clear running. In the 
vicinity of the 200 metres was obliged to be steadied when tightened between REGINA DEL 
DRAMMA and NEWBAY FLYER, which was taken out by CANIDAE, which was hanging out and 
shifted out. 
  
TABERNA (J. Opperman) - rider explained in relation to the mare’s performance, that it was his 
instructions to settle back.  He added that he was able to do so. The mare travelled well during 
the event however, when asked for an effort from the entrance to the straight was disappointing 
and in his opinion, TABERNA raced flat in today’s event. He further added that the mare may not 
have handled today’s track conditions. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
CANIDAE (S. Fawke) - in the vicinity of the 200 metres was inclined to hang out, shifted out onto 
NEWBAY FLYER (NZ), which was taken out onto BRIMARVI ROOBOY, which was obliged to be 
steadied when tightened onto REGINA DEL DRAMMA. Rider was severely reprimanded under 
AR131(a) and advised to take greater care when his mounts commence to shift ground in future.  
Lost its off hind plate during the event. 
 
EMINENT SON (K. Zechner) - weakened from in the vicinity of the 300 metres. Rider explained in 
relation to the gelding’s performance that it made abnormal upper respiratory noise during the 
event and that his saddle slipped at some stage during the race. A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed the gelding to be lame in the off foreleg. First aid administered. Trainer, Mr 
C. Reardon, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required prior to a future trial 
or race start.  
 
REGINA DEL DRAMMA (D. Tourneur) - slow to begin. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under 
AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was 
reprimanded. In assessing penalty Stewards had regard for the context of the race and his use of 
the whip over the final 100 metres of the event. 
 
SEGUIMIENTOS (D. Tootell) - shortly after the start became awkward in its action resulting in the 
saddle shifting back significantly. Due to this the rider restrained the mare and retired it from the 
event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
LADY DEE DEE (K. Crowther) - slow to begin.  
  
NEWBAY FLYER (NZ) (S. Logan) - in the vicinity of the 200 metres was taken out by CANIDAE, 
which was hanging out and shifted out and as a result was taken out onto BRIMARVI ROOBOY.
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RACE 5: MURRAY BRIDGE GOLD CUP - FRIDAY 16 OCTOBER / BENCHMARK 54 HANDICAP  
- 1200 Metres (Cont’d) 

 
SHINING MANE (T. Voorham) - inclined to lay in under pressure in the straight.  Rider pleaded 
guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using her whip on more than five occasions prior to 
the 100 metres and was fined $100. 
 
 
RACE 6:  HAPPY 70TH LIL "CHOOK" VAN DIJK BENCHMARK 54 HANDICAP - 1400 Metres  
 
SUPERVELOCE (NZ) (D. Stra) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. 
  
ZOUSTORM (S. Cahill) - laid out under pressure in the straight.  
 
CURRUMBIN CRAFT (K. Zechner) - following acceptances being declared Trainer Mr L. O’Connor 
requested a gear change to add blinkers and cross-over noseband and to remove winkers. 
Stewards accepted this request and fined Mr O’Connor $200 under AR206(2). Trainer Mr L. O. 
Connor  was fined $100  under AR65 for failing to produce the Thoroughbred Identification Card. 
The horse was permitted to start as it was able to be identified from records held by Stewards. 
 
AMERIWIN (J. Toeroek) - in the vicinity of the 150 metres shifted to the inside of ZOUSTORM, 
which was laying out and shortly after YOUNG LARS  was obliged to be steadied and check his 
mount when looking to improve into that run. A post-race veterinary examination revealed 
thumps. First aid administered. 
 
VICTORY SPOILS (S. Fawke) - on jumping away bumped with AMERICAN STORM, which shifted 
in and as a result lost its position when tightened onto FERGIE. 
  
AMERICAN STORM (S. So) - on jumping away dipped, shifted in and bumped VICTORY SPOILS. 
  
YOUNG LARS (J. Opperman) - slow to begin. Shortly after shifted in, in an attempt to gain 
cover. In the vicinity of the 100 metres when attempting the same run as AMERIWIN was obliged 
to take hold when tightened to the inside of that mare which shifted in. 
  
GETOUTTHEWAY (J. Maund) - slow to begin.  Shortly after shifted in to gain cover. Held up for 
clear running from the 400 metres until the 300 metres and shortly after became awkward on 
the heels of CURRUMBIN CRAFT for a short distance and shifted out in an attempt to gain clear 
running. 
 
 
RACE 7: CARLTON DRAUGHT MINDARIE- HALIDON CUP - 1800 Metres  
 
FLOW METER (S. Fawke) - shifted in shortly after the start in to gain cover. Over-raced throughout 
the event. Over -raced throughout the event. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under 
AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was 
reprimanded. 
 
JAGUARY (NZ) (P. Gatt) - in the vicinity of the 200 metres rolled in. Rider pleaded guilty to a 
charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 
metres and was fined $100. 
 
EXALTED RUTH (S. Logan) - inside the 1400 metres commenced to race keenly and when being 
retrained the saddle shifted forward placing the rider at a disadvantage, for the remainder of the 
event. In the vicinity of the 1200 metres shifted out taking WAIKATO EXPRESS wider. The mare 
was then allowed to stride forward and taken wider on the track to avoid the field. In the vicinity 
of the 200 metres a pound pad and lead bag, which was in the gear the rider weighed out with, 
dropped from the saddle onto the track. On return to scale, the rider weighed in 2 kg light and as 
a result, the Stewards acting under AR209(2)(a) disqualified EXALTED RUTH.  
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RACE 7: CARLTON DRAUGHT MINDARIE- HALIDON CUP - 1800 Metres (Cont’d) 
 
KORODON (NZ) ( J. Toeroek) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using 
his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded.  
 
EL DESPERADO (A. Jordsjo) - approaching the 200 metres was obliged to alter course and shifted 
out as JAGUARY (NZ) rolled in. 
 
WAIKATO EXPRESS (E. Boyd) - in the vicinity of the 1200 metres  was taken wider as EXALTED 
RUTH, which saddle had shifted forward, shifted out. 
  
DON'T DISMISS (B. Vorster) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. 
  
DANGERPET (T.  Voorham) - shifted in shortly after the start to gain cover. 
 
Correct weight for this event was delayed to allow the Stewards to determine the reason S. Logan 
(EXALTED RUTH) weighed in light. 
  
 
RACE 8:  RIDLEY'S PLUMBING AND EARTHMOVING BENCHMARK 56 HANDICAP  

- 1800 Metres  
 
SEBONNA (M. Collett) - jumped away awkwardly. Slow to begin. 
  
BARRYMORE (T. Pannell) - in the vicinity of the 1500 metres shifted in onto UNCLE BOB, which 
was racing keenly and was obliged to be restrained when awkwardly placed on the heels of that 
gelding. Rider was severely reprimanded under AR131(a) and advised to take greater care in 
future.  
 
FRANKEL STAR (J. Opperman) - hung out under pressure in the straight. 
  
UNCLE BOB (A. Jordsjo) - in the vicinity of the 1500 metres when racing keenly, was obliged to 
be restrained off the heels of BARRYMORE, which shifted in. Rider reported the gelding did not 
feel comfortable in its action during the event and in particular in the near foreleg. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed the gelding to be lame near foreleg. Trainer, Ms N. Bruggemann, 
was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race start.  
  
TUFF CAT (J. Maund) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
SCHERZER (P. Gatt) - rider reported that the gelding felt short in its action over the concluding 
stages of the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
I'M BULLETPROOF (J. Potter) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 150 metres 
until in the vicinity of the 100 metres when racing between MAORI MAGIC (NZ) and FRANKEL 
STAR and as a result was obliged to shift out to obtain clear running. Rider was reminded of his 
obligations in relation to riding his mounts out to the line. 
 
SOLAAZEM (S. Fawke) - raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. 
 
MAORI MAGIC (NZ) (D. Tourneur) - laid in under pressure in the straight. Rider pleaded guilty to 
a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 
metres and was fined $100. 
 
HALIMAE (S. Logan) - slow to begin.  
 
NOSTROVIA (K. Zechner) - restrained from its wide barrier and shifted in to obtain cover. 
 
WALKABOUTCREEK (S. So) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. 
 

---------------------------------------- 
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ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (8): 
 
Race 1 ‐ MEADOWS YOUNG BUCK (winner) 
Race 2 - KISHSTAR (winner) 
Race 3 - ZOIST (winner) 
Race 4 - DOMINATION (winner) 
Race 5 - REGINA DEL DRAMMA (winner) 
Race 6 - AMERICAN STORM (winner) 
Race 7 - EL DESPERADO (winner) 
Race 8 - SOLAAZEM (winner) 
 

---------------------------------------- 
 

 
 

 

SUMMARY 

FINES Race 3 - Mr T. Doudle -  Fined $100 - AR65 - Failed to produce TIC for 
MR POCKET (NZ). 
Race 5 - T. Voorham - Fined $100 - (SHINING MANE) 
AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+3] - Whip offence. 
Race 6 - L. O. Connor - Fined $200 - AR206(2) - Late gear change for  
CURRUMBIN CRAFT. 
Race 6 - Mr L. O’ Connor - Fined $100 - AR65 - Failed to produce TIC 
for CURRUMBIN CRAFT. 
Race 7 - P. Gatt (JAGUARY (NZ)) - Fined $100 - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+3] - 
Whip offence. 
Race 8 - D. Tourneur (MAORI MAGIC (NZ)) - Fined $100 - 
AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+3] - Whip offence. 

SEVERE REPRIMANDS Race 5 - S. Fawke (CANIDAE) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding. 
Race 8 - T. Pannell (BARRYMORE) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding. 

REPRIMANDS Race 1 - D. Tourneur (PLYMPTON) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding. 
Race 1 - K. Crowther (SAMURAI MOON (NZ)) -  AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - 
Whip offence. 
Race 1 - S. Cahill (VARACALLI LAD) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - Whip 
offence. 
Race 5 - D. Tourneur (REGINA DEL DRAMMA) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - 
Whip offence. 
Race 7 - S. Fawke (FLOW METER)) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - Whip 
offence. 
Race 7 - J. Toeroek (KORODON (NZ)) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - Whip 
offence. 

HORSE ACTIONS Race  2 - LORRAIN’S FLOWJO - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness 
required prior to future trial or race - Lame near foreleg. 
Race 3 - BIARCHI - Warned - Attempted to savage another runner. 
Race 5 - EMINENT SON - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required 
prior to future trial or race - Lame in the off foreleg. 
Race 8 - UNCLE BOB - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required prior 
to future trial or race - Lame near foreleg 

ADJOURNED INQUIRIES Nil 
MEDICAL CLEARANCE Nil 


